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Responsible Conduct of Research 

 

Introduction 

Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR) is a broad topic that explores common ethical 
considerations related to research activities. Ethics are moral principles that people should follow in 
order to do the “right thing at the right time.” Research ethics are principles that protect human 
participants in research studies, maximize the welfare of animals used in research, and consider 
interactions between researchers, such as peer review, co-authorship, and mentor-mentee 
relationships. Data integrity and reporting are also very important, and can be included under another 
topic area known as rigor and reproducibility. Potential conflicts of interest can also raise issues in 
research.  

All research institutions in the United States have regulatory bodies (groups of people) that help 
researchers consider the possible ethical issues that could arise from their studies. Most researchers 
(from novice to expert) must take courses that introduce ethical concerns and explore appropriate 
responses in those situations. Many funding agencies require that researchers demonstrate that their 
research has been reviewed specifically to avoid violation of moral codes of conduct that are 
established in the field. If students or other trainees receive funding from a grant, then workshops on 
responsible conduct of research may be required.   

Unfortunately, severe violations of moral codes of conduct have occurred throughout history. It is our 
responsibility to learn from them and avoid similar mistakes in the future. As society and technology 
advance, however, new issues arise. So, we must frequently take time to consider the potential 
impact of our research questions, methods, techniques, data, and interpretations, striving to minimize 
harms and risks, while maximizing benefits to society and the environment.    

 
Learning objectives 

1. Become familiar with the Belmont Report and describe its three basic ethical principles. 
2. Consider several ethical dilemmas and engage in conversation about the right vs. wrong 

solutions to the dilemmas (or the right vs. right quandaries that often emerge from challenging 
ethical dilemmas).  
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Assignment 

1. Skim The Belmont Report, with focus on two sections:  “Ethical Principles and Guidelines for 

Research Involving Human Subjects” and “Basic Ethical Principles.”  

 

2. Write a list of the three basic ethical principles in The Belmont Report and define each one, 

using 2-3 sentences each. If you are already approved to conduct research at Georgia State 

University, then add a paragraph commenting on the trainings you were required to complete, 

including which potential issues were addressed in the training (human protections, animal 

welfare, security, etc.), what format it was in (online, in-person, etc.), and whether you think the 

format of the training was conducive to long-term retention and use of the concepts. Submit 

your definitions (and comments) for review by team leaders. Submit as a Word document with 

your last name in the filename.  

 

3. In order to consider ethical dilemmas you might face early in your research career, read the 

three case study documents linked below. (Each of them is provided by the Center for 

Improvement of Mentored Experiences in Research, known as CIMER.) Following the tips 

below, post your reactions on the discussion board. Later, return to the discussion board to 

provide at least one reaction to someone else’s post on each situation. Be prepared for an all-

group virtual summary of the cases and possible resolutions.  

• Authorship.  

i. Read the case and consider any or all of the six discussion questions provided.  

ii. Post your reactions/answers to at least one of the questions.  

iii. Feel free to post more than once if you want.  

• The Selection of Data.  

i. Read the case and consider all three of the discussion questions.  

ii. Post your opinion “yes” or “no” the data points should be dropped from the tests 

of statistical significance and the publication.  

iii. Justify your answer.  

• Sticky Situations.  

i. Read each of the nine scenarios quickly and post your immediate “gut reaction” 

to each one. Be brief.  

https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EWwjlh1XaAhIk-lw-uAhIJUBzm5_ohxq4fdit89U23Gkag?e=JasJzp
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EWwjlh1XaAhIk-lw-uAhIJUBzm5_ohxq4fdit89U23Gkag?e=JasJzp
https://cimerproject.org/
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/ETdEymprXAxApSnoW1J9w0ABXoWRhuoMtS7Cyt7czyJuRA?e=LIexTX
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EaPRMC496stKj_QfOsON0yYBvi8cuFZmG-DCl6hyPLptjQ?e=IMtQjq
https://mygsu-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/kfrantz_gsu_edu/EZvBRQf7l4xPohLsJO6lAcUBRSGYwf7XvF8OapFm28pFnQ?e=d53fiu
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ii. If you want to take it a step further, think about how the background or identity of 

the mentor and trainee might change your reaction. (What if the mentor/trainee 

have the same gender identity? Different racial/ethnic backgrounds? The trainee 

has an invisible disability? The mentor was born in another country? The trainee 

is the first in their family to go to college?)   

 

4. OPTIONAL ASSIGNMENT:  If time allows this week, choose one of the movies below and 

watch it. (Or choose another movie with a STEM-related ethical dilemma.) Post the name of 

the movie, your description of the ethical dilemma(s) raised, and a brief summary of your 

reactions. What can you take away from these dramatic cases to apply to your own future in 

research or personal decisions?     

• Bad Blood 

• Ben is Back 

• Hidden Figures 

• Limitless 

• One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 

• The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks 

• Search more at https://bioethics.com/reviews/movie-review  

 

 

 

 

https://bioethics.com/reviews/movie-review

